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A comprehensive look at the satellite Internet of Things (IoT) market
with detailed analysis of the competitive landscape
This report presents market size and forecasts by number of direct-to-ground satellite IoT connections and
connectivity revenues, segmented by region and application, for the period from 2019 through 2025. Furthermore,
the report offers a detailed analysis of the competitive landscape, including detailed profiles of 17 established and
emerging satellite IoT operators.
Additionally, the report’s market analysis includes an explanation of satellite types and technologies, trends in
connectivity protocols, launch capacity, the impact of a growing IoT market, regulatory considerations and a
comparison to the terrestrial cellular services market.
This report will be useful in understanding satellite IoT industry market dynamics and technology development
trends. The report is targeted towards satellite operators, other stakeholders in the satellite value chain, players in
the broader IoT market considering the implications of satellite for IoT market development, and financial analysts
and consultants who may be advising clients on satellite IoT market and technology issues.
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Report Coverage
KEY ISSUES ADDRESSED

COVERAGE

• What was the size of the
global market in 2019?
What is the forecast for
growth through 2025?
• What key market drivers
and restraints are
influencing the forecast?
• What key trends are
underway in the market?
• How is the competitive
landscape of satellite IoT
operators evolving?

Frequency, Time Period
• 6-year annual forecast
(2020-2025)
• Base year (2019)
Measures
• Cumulative satellite IoT
connections
• Annual satellite IoT
connectivity service
revenue
• Average revenue per
connection
• Segmented by region and
application
Regions
• EMEA
• APAC
• Americas
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APPLICABLE TO
Applications Covered
• Asset management
• Automotive
• Consumer
• Energy and utilities
• Transportation
• Others

• Traditional satellite operators
entering the IoT market
• Emerging satellite operators
founded to focus on the IoT
market
• Companies in the satellite
market ecosystem, such as
component suppliers,
manufacturers, and launch
providers
• Other interested
stakeholders, such as
consultants, investors, and
government regulators

SALES
US: +1 (212) 652 5335
APAC: +61 (0)396 016 700
EMEA: +44 (0)7771 980 316
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ABOUT OMDIA
Omdia is a global technology research
powerhouse, established following the
merger of the research division of
Informa Tech (Ovum, Heavy Reading,
and Tractica) and the acquired Omdia
technology research portfolio.* We
combine the expertise of more than
400 analysts across the entire
technology spectrum, covering 150
markets. We publish over 3,000
research reports annually, reaching
more than 14,000 subscribers, and
cover thousands of technology, media,
and telecommunications companies.
Our exhaustive intelligence and deep
technology expertise enable us to
uncover actionable insights that help
our customers connect the dots in
today’s constantly evolving technology
environment and empower them to
improve their businesses–today and
tomorrow.
*The majority of Omdia technology
research products and solutions were
acquired by Informa in August 2019
and are now part of Omdia.
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Table of Contents
Executive Summary
Introduction to satellites

• Introduction to the global satellite services market
• Satellites in orbit
• Primary communication satellite service classes, based
on ITU designation
• Satellite network topologies
• Earth orbital classes
• Satellite coverage footprints: GEO versus LEO
• Radio frequency (RF) spectrum bands used by satellites
• Ground equipment: user terminals
• Satellite regulatory environment
• Satellite IoT value chain schematic
• Satellite IoT value chain descriptions
• The satellite services market is dwarfed by the
terrestrial cellular services market

Key satellite IoT market trends
• Introduction to key satellite IoT market trends
• Smallsats and LEO constellations are lowering barriers
to entry
• Launch capacity is increasing
• Underlying IoT market growth is driving demand for
satellite connectivity
• New connectivity protocols are better for satellite IoT
market growth
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Satellite IoT operator landscape
Established players
Emerging players
Operators are mostly located in North America and
Western Europe
“NewSpace” has led to the founding of several new
IoT satellite operators
Most IoT-focused satellite operators are taking a LEO
approach
Three “traditional” satellite operators currently
dominate the IoT market
Most satellite IoT operators are focused on low
frequency spectrum bands
Two of the traditional satellite operators are billion
dollar firms
Two of the emerging satellite operators have raised
over $100 million each
Most satellite IoT operators either provide or will
provide near real-time connectivity
Most satellite IoT operators either provide or will
provide bi-directional connectivity
Operator profiles (17)

Satellite IoT market size and forecast
• Forecast introduction
• Omdia regional map
Satellite IoT operator competitive landscape
• Sources and methodology
• Introduction to the satellite IoT operator competitive
• Summary of market growth drivers
landscape
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• Summary of market growth restraints
• Satellite IoT has historically been used mostly by
America’s HQ firms
• Asset management and transportation are the
leading applications
• Satellite IoT connectivity pricing will fall steadily over
the forecast period
• Satellite IoT connectivity service revenue will grow
steadily
• Satellite IoT connectivity services will represent a
$500 million market by 2025
Appendix
• Related Omdia research
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